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Turn your inspiration  
into any colour ceiling



Perfect match every time

With our new range of Rockfon Color-all® Special acoustic ceiling 
tiles, you can turn your inspiration into a unique colour ceiling.
Thanks to our bespoke service, your colours go  
from imagination to installation accurately every time. 

To ensure a perfect match of the ceiling tile and grid, 
we use the renowned Natural Colour System® (NCS) at every step 
of the process, from colour selection to manufacturing. 
And to make sure your colour looks at its best, the surface 
of new Rockfon Color-all Special tiles is smooth 
and has a resistant matt gloss finish.



The flexibility you need

Renowned Rockfon performance

The flexibility of the affordable  Rockfon Color-all Special 
range of tiles does not stop at colours. The minimum order 
quantity is just one box and you can choose from exposed, 
semi-concealed or concealed edges in different dimensions 
for total design freedom. 

Rockfon Eclipse® acoustic islands are also available 
in an unlimited number of colours and sizes; just supply us  
with an NCS reference and we will do the rest.

Rockfon Color-all Special tiles enhance the existing range 
of 34 inspirational colours in the standard Rockfon Color-all range.

Rockfon Color-all Special tiles offer a unique combination
of custom colours and outstanding ROCKFON performance. 
They provide the highest Class A sound absorption (αw = 0.95),  
excellent fire safety (A1) and resist up to 100% relative humidity (RH) 
without bending. 

All Rockfon Color-all products conform to the highest environmental 
standards that have enabled a representative selection  
of ROCKFON products to receive the Danish Indoor Climate Label 
and the Finnish Indoor Climate Label (M1). 
The stone wool tiles and ceiling grid are fully recyclable. 
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